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F. Bry (J. Combin. Theory Ser. B 34 (1983). 48-57) proved that a locally finite 
infinite n-connected factorizable graph has at least (n- l)! l-factors and showed 
that for n =2 this lower bound is sharp. We prove that for n 33 any infinite 
n-connected factorizable graph has at least n! l-factors (which is a sharp lower 
bound). ci;l 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

“Quantitative matching theory” (counting matchings, as opposed to 
finding conditions for their existence) probably starts with M. Hall’s paper 
[6]. It was proved there that if in a bipartite graph there is a perfect 
matching and the degree of every vertex in one of the sides is at least n, 
then there are at least n! perfect matchings in the graph. (Counting perfect 
matchings in bipartite graphs is related to the Van der Waerden problem.) 
For general graphs, it was realized that a condition should be posed on the 
degree of connectedness of the graph, rather than on the degrees of the ver- 
tices: it is easy to construct for every k a graph in which the degree of every 
vertex is larger than k, but the graph has a unique perfect matching (see, 
e.g., [7, p. 1831). We denote byf(G) the number of l-factors in a graph G. 
Beineke and Plummer [3] proved that f(G) > 2 for a factorizable 
2-connected graph. Zaks [lo] proved that f(G) > n!! = n(n - 2)(n - 4) . 1 
for any factorizable n-connected graph. Lo&z [7] improved this to 
f(G) 2 n! for any factorizable n-connected non-bicritical graph (a graph G 
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is bicritical if G - {x, y} is factorizable for any x, y E V(G)). Mader [S] 
proved that within the set of (2k + 1)-connected factorizable graphs f(G) 
attains its minimum uniquely at K,, + 2, and among 2k-connected fac- 
torizable graphs f(G) is minimal at K,, + 2 from which a perfect matching 
is removed. (All this relates, so far, to finite graphs.) 

In [4] Bry proved that f(G) z (n - 1 )! for any n-connected factorizable 
locally finite infinite graph. For n = 2, he showed that this bound is sharp: 
there is such a graph with a unique l-factor. For n B 3, however, he could 
only find examples of such graphs G with f(G) =n!. In this paper we 
extend Bry’s result to general infinite graphs and prove the sharp lower 
bound n! on J(G) for any infinite n-connected factorizable graph, where 
II 2 3. Counting finitely many matchings in an infinite graph may, indeed, 
not be of great importance by itself. But it gives us an opportunity to 
examine in depth the structure of matchings in infinite graphs. 

II. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 

For any graph G = (V, E) we write V(G) = V, E(G) = E. The letters V 
and E will always be associated with a graph denoted by G. If SE V we 
write G[S] for the subgraph of G spanned by S, and G - S for G[ V\S]. 
If S= {x} we write G-?c for G-S. 

The degree of a vertex v in G is denoted by d(v) = d,(v). 
A bipartite graph r with bipartition (M, IV) and edge set K will be 

denoted by (M, W, K) = (M,, W,, K,). When the identity of a bipartite 
graph 17 is clear from the context, we omit the subscript I7 in K, and 
simply write K. The letter r is always associated with the bipartite graph 
CM W, K). 

Let G = ( V, E) by any graph, and F s E. For any v E V we write F(v) = 
(UE V: (v, U)E F}. If IF(v)1 = 1 we denote by F(u) the single element of 
F(v).ForS~VwewriteF[S]=lJ{F(v):o~S}. 

A matching in G is a subset F of E such that jF( v)l < 1 for any v E V. 
It is called a perfect matching, or a I-factor, if I F( v ) I = 1 for any v E I/. By 
a matching of G we mean a perfect matching. If G has a perfect matching 
we say that G is matchable (or factorizable). The number of matchings of 
G is denoted by f(G). 

A matching F in a bipartite graph r= (M, W, K) is called an espousal if 
I F(m) I = 1 for every m EM. If r has an espousal it is called espousabfe. 
The number of espousals in r is denoted by e(r). 

If r is espousable we denote by a(T) the cardinal sup{ Z c W: r--Z is 
espousable} (in [2] it is proved that the supremum in this definition is, in 
fact, attained; i.e., it is a maximum). A subset N of M is called matchable 
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if ~[Nu W] is espousable. An espousal of ~[Nu IV] is then called a 
matching of N. 

A graph P is called factor-critical if it is unmatchable, but P-x is 
matchable for every x E V(P). For SE V we denote by 9(S) = 9(G, S) the 
set of factor-critical connected components of G-S. Write P(S) = 
u {V(P): PEP(S)}, T(S)=P(S)uS, and C(S)= V\T(S). We form a 
bipartite graph n(S) = ZZ(G, S) = (Y(S), S, K), where (P, s) E K if (t, s) E E 
for some t E V(P). A graph G is called bicritical if it is matchable and 
G - {x, y } is matchable for any pair of vertices x, JJ in I’(G). 

A subset C of M in a bipartite graph r= (M, W, K) is called critical if it 
is matchable (i.e., r[ C u W] is espousable), but for every matching F of C 
(i.e., an espousal of f [Cu W]) there holds FCC] = K[C] (in other words, 
a(T[C u K[C]]) = 0). If M is critical we say that r is pressed. If r has no 
non-empty critical set we say that r is loose. A subset S of V in a graph 
G = (I’, E) is called pressing if fl(G, S) is pressed. 

Let F, HE E. A path P is called F - H-alternating if for any two con- 
secutive edges in P one edge is in F and one is in H. A path P is called 
F-alternating if it is (E\F) -F-alternating. An F-alternating path is called 
an F-walk if its first edge is not in F. Given two matchings F and H and 
a vertex v, when we refer to “the F - H-alternating path containing v” we 
mean the maximal such path, i.e., the connected component in the graph 
(V, Fu H) containing v. Similarly the phrase “the H-F-alternating path 
starting with the edge (v, u)” refers to the maximal such path. 

Given two paths P = (x, , . . . . x,) and Q = (y, , . . . . y,), where x, = y, or 
(x,,y,)~E and V(P)nV(Q)={x,}={yI}, we denote by P*Q the 
concatenation of P and Q. If (Pi: j < w) is a sequence of paths whose 
concatenation is well defined and yields a path, we write *,<w Pj for this 
concatenation. 

III. SOME PROPERTIES OF CRITICAL SETS 

LEMMA 3.1. If C is critical, BE C, F is a matching of C, and 
F[B] = K[B], then B is critical. 

LEMMA 3.2 [9]. Let C be a matchable subset of A4 and let F be a 
matching of C. Then C is critical if and only if 

(a) K[C] = F[C] and 

(b) there does not exist an infinite F-walk. 

LEMMA 3.3. Every critical set contains a minimal non-empty critical set. 

Proof: Let C be a critical set and let F be a matching of C. For a, b in 
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C say that b is reachable from a if there exists an F-walk from a to 6. 
Choose any a, E C, and let C, be the set of vertices in M reachable from 
a,. Clearly F[C,] = K[C,], and hence C, is critical, by Lemma 3.1. It is 
also easy to prove that any subset D of M containing a, and satisfying 
F[D] = K[D] must contain C, . Thus, by Lemma 3.1, C, is minimal 
among the critical sets containing a,. Hence if C, is not minimal critical, 
there exists a non-empty critical subset C, of C, such that a, 4 C,. Choose 
any a2 E C’,. Then a, is reachable from a,, while a1 is not reachable from 
az. If C, is not minimal critical then there exists a3 which is reachable from 
a?, but from which a2 cannot be reached. Assuming that the lemma fails we 
can construct in this way an infinite sequence (ai: i < o) of vertices in C, 
such that aj is reachable from a, if and only if i< j. But this clearly implies 
the existence of an infinite F-walk, in contradiction to Lemma 3.2. 1 

LEMMA 3.4. If r - w is pressed for some w E W then a(T) = 1 

Proof This is a special case of a more general result: if r- S is pressed 
(SC W) then a(r)= ISI. (This result appears in [2].) The proof: let H be 
any espousal of r. For any u E W\H[M] let A(u) be the H-F-alternating 
path starting at u. By Lemma 3.2, A(v) is finite, and hence ends at some 
vertex s = s(u) E S. The correspondence u -+ s(u) is an injection from 
W\H[M] into S. 1 

LEMMA 3.5. Let B, C be subsets of M, ZE W, and suppose that the 
following conditions hold: 

(i) C is critical in r- z. 
(ii) B is critical in r- (K[C]\{z}). 

(iii) ZEK[B]. 

Then D = B v C is critical in r. 

Proof By (i) and (ii), D is matchable. Let F be any matching of D. By 
Lemma 3.4, I(K[C] u {z})\F[C]I < 1. In fact, I(K[C] u {z})\F[C]I = 1, 
since otherwise F[B] G K[B]\(z}, w ic is impossible by (ii). Let {t} = h’ h 
(KCCI u (#\FCCl. Th en, writing r=r[Bu (K[B]\(K[C]\{t}))], we 
have that F- t is pressed (by (ii)), and, hence, by Lemma 3.4, a(p) = 1. 
Since ZE Wr\F[M,], it follows that Wr\F[Mr] = (z}. This means that 
F[D] = F[B] u FCC] = K[B] u K[C] = K[D], which shows that D is 
critical. 4 

LEMMA 3.6 [9]. If r is espousable, w E W, and r- w is inespousable, 
then there exists a critical set C such that w E K[C] (sketch of proof: let F 
be an espousal of r, and take C to be the set of all vertices in M which are 
reachable by an F-walk starting at F(w)). 
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COROLLARY 3.6a. If r is pressed but contains no non-empty critical 
proper subset of M (i.e., M is minimal critical in r) and a E M, then for 
every WE K(a) the edge (a, w) can be extended to an espousal off. 

Proof Rephrased, the assertion is that r- (a, w} is espousable for any 
w  E K(a). If this fails, then, by Lemma 3.6, r- a contains a non-empty 
critical set, contradicting the assumption on r. 1 

COROLLARY 3.6b. If r is as in Corollary 3.6a and F is an espousal of r, 
then every edge (a, w) E K\F belongs to an F-alternating circuit. 

Proof By Corollary 3.6a, (a, w) belongs to an espousal H of r. Let T 
be the connected component in the graph (v(r), Fu H) containing a. 
Then T is an F-alternating path or circuit. Since both F and H are perfect 
matchings, if T is a path then it is two-way infinite (d,(x) = 1 for a vertex 
x means that x is not covered by either F or H). But by Lemma 3.2 there 
is no infinite F-walk. Hence T must be a circuit. 1 

LEMMA 3.7 [9]. (i) Zf C is critical then D/C is critical in r- K[C] tf 
and only tf D is critical in r. 

(ii) Zf (C,: a < [) is an ascending chain of critical sets then 
U (C, : c1 < [} is critical. 

IV. PASSING FROM GENERAL GRAPHS TO BIPARTITE GRAPHS 

In this section we prove a few lemmas on the bipartite graphs n(S) 
(SE V). The technique of considering espousals in n(S) in order to study 
l-factors in G lies at the base of a well-known approach to Tutte’s theorem 
(the author of this approach is probably Gallai [S]). It is also a main 
constituent in Bry’s proof [4]. 

The following is a generalization of Tutte’s theorem to the infinite case: 

THEOREM 4.1 [ 11. Zf G is not factorizable then D(G, S) is inespousable 
for some subset S of V. 

Note that the converse of this theorem is obvious. 
Let S be a pressing set and let F be a matching of G. Since every 

P E B(S) is an unmatchable connected component in G - S, at least one 
vertex from P must be matched with a vertex v(P) from S. Since T(S) is 
pressed there is precisely one such vertex for every P E P(S) and 
{v(P): PELqS)} = S. The set (P, u(P)) is therefore a matching of n(S), 
which will be denoted by n(F) = 7c(F, S). 

We have shown above that F[S] E P(S), and since by the definition of 
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P(S) as the union of connected components in G-S there holds 
F[P(S)] G P(S) u S, there follows F[ 7’(S)] = r(S). There immediately 
follows: 

LEMMA 4.2. If G is matchable and S is a pressing subset of V, then 
GET(S)] and CCC(S)] are both matchable. 

Suppose that H is an espousal of n(S). For any PEP(S) choose a ver- 
tex o = o(P) E V(P) which is connected in G to H(P). Since P is factor-criti- 
cal there exists a matching M(P) of P - u. Then u {(u(P), H(P)) u M(P) : 
PEY(S)} is a matching of G[T(S)]. Assuming that G is matchable, by 
Lemma 4.2 so is G[ C(S)], and hence the above matching of G[ T(S)] can 
be completed to a matching of G. Denote this matching by c(H) = [(H, S). 
Note that the definition of c(H) is not unique, since it depends on the 
choice of v(P) and M(P) for PEP(S), as well as the choice of the matching 
of G[ C(S)]. But [(n(H)) = H for any espousal H of n(S); i.e., [ is onto. 
Hence we have: 

LEMMA 4.3. If G is matchable and S is pressing then f  (G) 2 e(II(s)). 

LEMMA 4.4. I f  G is matchable but G-x is not, then there exists a 
pressing set containing x. 

Proof: By Theorem 4.1, IZ(G -x, S’) is inespousable for some subset S’ 
of V\ { x}. Let S = S’ u {x}. Since G is matchable, ZI(G, S) is espousable. 
Note that P(G, S) = P(G - x, S’), and hence I7(G, S) - x = Z7(G - x, S’), 
which is inespousable. By Lemma 3.6 it follows that there exists a critical 
subset V of P(G, S) such that XE KC%‘]. Since % is critical, K[$?] is 
pressing, and this is the set desired in the lemma. 1 

LEMMA 4.5. Let S be pressing. A subset R of C(S) is pressing in 
G [ C(S)] if and only if S u R is pressing in G. 

Prooj The lemma follows from the fact that P(G, S’) = 9(G, S) u 
P(G[C(S)], R) and Lemma 3.7(i). 1 

LEMMA 4.6. Let z E V and suppose that S is pressing in G - z and R is a 
subset of C= C(Su {z})u {z} such that z E R and R is pressing in G[ C]. 
Then S v R is pressing in G. 

Proof: Note that B(G, Su R) = B(G - z, S) u P(G[C], R). The lemma 
now follows by an application of Lemma 3.5, with r replaced by 
Z7(G, S u R), B replaced by P( G[ C], R), and C replaced by 
9(G-z, S). 1 
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We define a partial order > on the set of pressing sets by S, > S, if 
S, 1 S2 and S, \S, E C(S,). By Lemma 4.6 it follows that then S, \S, is 
pressed in G[S,]. 

LEMMA 4.7. Zf (S,: o! < [) is a (<)-ascending sequence of pressing sets 
then S= (Jlci S, is pressing and S > S, for any u < [. 

Proof: Write Ua=Slfl\Sl and PE=9(G[C(S,)], U,) (a<i). We are 
assuming that S, = Iz/. Then .?P(G, S) = U, ci Pa and for every j3 < ‘% there 
holds .??@ = P(G, S,) = Uzis P!. Since in II(G, S) there holds K[P”] E S, 
(this follows from the definition of BB as a set of connected components in 
G - S,), each .YP is critical in Z7(G, S). The lemma now follows by 
Lemma 3,7(ii) from the fact that Y(G, S) = Ulrci Pfi, which was shown 
above. 1 

By Zorn’s lemma there follows: 

COROLLARY 4.7a. Every pressed set is contained in a (<)-maximal 
pressed set. 

V. A LOWER BOUND FOR THE NUMBER OF ~-FACTORS 

As already mentioned, the main aim of this paper is to prove: 

THEOREM 5.1. Zf n 3 3 and G is infinite, n-connected, and matchable, then 
f(G)>n! 

The proof will require the following preliminary results: 

THEOREM 5.2 [ 111. Zf G is an infinite matchable and bicritical graph 
then f(G) is infinite. 

The following is a generalization of a result in [6]: 

THEOREM 5.3. Zf r is espousable and d(a) > n for every aE M, then 
e(r) 2 n! 

Proof: By induction on n. Assume first that r is loose. Let a EM. By 
Lemma 3.6 for every w  E K( a ) the graph r - w  is espousable, and hence so 
is r,, = r- (a, w}. By the induction assumption e(r,)> (n- l)!. Since 
IK( a)] 2 n, and since every edge (a, w), where w  E K(a), can be extended 
to a matching of r by any matching in r,,, it follows that e(r) B n! 

Assume now that r contains a non-empty critical set C. By Lemma 3.3 
we may assume that C is minimal. Write p= r[C u K(C)]. Let F be an 
espousal of r. Then F[ C] = K[ C], hence F[ M\C] E W\K[ C], and hence 
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Z- C- K[C] is espousable. Hence the theorem will follow if we prove 
that e(F)Zn!. Let ~EC and u’~K(a). By Lemma 3.6, r- (a, w} is 
espousable, since otherwise there would exist a critical set in r-a, 
contradicting the minimality of C. Thus every edge incident with a can be 
extended to an espousal of ?: Since there are at least n such edges it follows 
by the induction hypothesis that e(F) 3 n! 1 

THEOREM 5.4. Let n > 3. If r is matchable and a(r) = I and d(m) 2 n for 
any REM, then f(r)>n! 

Proof: 

Case a. There exists a non-empty critical subset C of M. Then clearly 
every espousal of Z[ C, K[C]) can be extended to a matching of Z. Since 
by Theorem 5.3 e(Z[C, K[C]])an!, it follows that f(r)>n!. 

Case b. Z is loose. 

Let F be a matching of Z and H an espousal of Z such that 
W\H[M] = {z} for some =E W. Let A = (wO=z, m,, w,, m,, . ..) be the 
infinite F-H-alternating path starting at 2 and let L = Mn V(A), 
N= M\L, X= W n V(A), Y = W\X. By changing H, if necessary, we may 
assume that H r N= F r N (here “p’ means “restricted to”). Write then Z= 
H r N = H n F. Note that, by the definition of cr, the graph Z- z is pressed. 
If there exist infinitely many F-alternating circuits, then f(G) is infinite. 
Hence we may assume that there exist only finitely many F-alternating 
circuits, or, equivalently, that the set B of vertices lying on such circuits is 
finite. Let k be largest such that mk E B (if B n L = 0 let k = 0). 

Write J=K\(Fu H). Since jK(m)l33 for each meA4, we have 
IJ(m)l 2 1 for every meL and [J(m)1 82 for every mEN. 

For each q < o let C, be the set of vertices in N lying on an Z-walk 
starting at m,. 

ASSERTION 1. Zf q > k then there does not exist an F-ulalk from my to u’; 
for any i< q (in particular, (m,, wi)$ Kfor i< q- 1). 

ProoJ Suppose that such a walk T exists. We may clearly assume that 
u’i is the first vertex on T of the form M;, j< q. Then the circuit 
T* (w,, m,,,, wrflr . . . . wypl, m,,) is F-alternating and contains M,. Thus 
my E 3, contradicting the definition of k. i 

ASSERTION 2. Let q > k. Zf Q is an Z-alternating path from my to w, and 
p > i, then C, n V(Q) = 0. 

Proof 
and then 

If C, n I’(Q) # 0, then there exists an Z-walk T from m, to MJ;, 
T * (wi, m, + 1, MI;+ i, . . . . mp) is an F-alternating circuit, contra- 

dicting the definition of k. 1 
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ASSERTION 3. Let q > k. At least one of the following cases holds: 

1. There exists wi E J(m,) for some i > q. 

2. There exists an I-alternating path Q = Q4 from m4 to wi for some 
i > q, such that, denoting by d the vertex preceding wi on Q, there holds 
either: 

(2A) d lies on some In E(Q)-alternating circuit or 

(2B) w,EJ(d) for some q< j<i. 

Proof Since J(m,) # @ it follows by Assertion 1 that if Case 1 does 
not hold then there exists t E J(m,) n Y, implying that C, # 0. By 
Lemma 3.1, rg= r[C,, I[C,]] is pressed, and hence, by Lemma 3.3, it 
contains a minimal non-empty critical set D,. Suppose that Case 2B does 
not hold. Then, by Assertion 1, IK( d) A XI < 1 for any de D, and hence 
iK( d) n Z[D, J / > 2 for any such d. Applying Corollary 3.6b to rq we have 
that every vertex in D, participates in an Z-alternating circuit. Since, by our 
assumption, f is loose, D, cannot be critical in r, which means that 
K(d) n X# 0 for some dE D,. This means that Case 2A holds. 1 

We can now conclude the proof of Theorem 5.4. We construct a 
sequence (I,) of elements of L in the following way. Let 1, = mk + i. Assume 
that 1 is already chosen and that lj= my for some q > k. If Case 1 or 
Case 2B occurs for my, let l,, I =mi (here and below we use the notation 
of Assertion 3). If neither Case 1 nor Case 2B holds for m4, and mj is as in 
Case 2A, let 1, + I = mi+ , Note now that there must be infinitely many j’s 
at which Case 2A occurs, If not, then from a certain j, only Cases 1 and 
2B occur. For each j> j, let P, = Qy in Case 2B, and Pi = (m,, wi) if Case 1 
occurs (here my is 1,). Then, by Assertion 2, *j,iO P, is an infinite 
H-alternating path, contradicting, by Lemma 3.2, the tightness of r- z. By 
Assertion 2 every j at which Case 2A occurs gives rise to a distinct 
I-alternating circuit. Since there are infinitely many j’s at which Case 2B 
occurs, this implies the existence of infinitely many different F-alternating 
circuits, which means that f(r) is infinite. 1 

Remarks. The assumption “g(r) = 1” could be replaced by 
“1 < a(r) < n - 2,” but this is not necessary in the proof of Theorem 5.1. 

Theorem 5.4 fails for n = 2, and this is the only point at which the 
assumption that n 2 3 is used. 

LEMMA 5.5. Let G be matchable and n-connected, Suppose that G 
contains a pressing set S such that either 

(i) ISI > 1 or 

(ii) C(S) # 0. 

Then f(G)an!. 
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Proof: The removal of S separates any P E P(S) from any other com- 
ponent in P(S), as well as from C(S). Hence the degree of P in I7( S) is at 
least n. Thus f(G) > e(Z7) 2 n! , by Theorem 5.3 and Lemma 4.3. 1 

Proof of Theorem 5.1. By Theorem 5.2 we may assume that G is not 
bicritical. Let X, y be vertices such that G - {x, y } is unmatchable. By 
Theorem 4.1 there exists S’ s V\ {x, y } such that ZZ(G - {x, y }, S’) is 
inespousable. Let S = S’ u {x, y } an write Z7=Z7(S), P==(S), T= T(S), d 
C = C(S). Then n- {x, y } = Z7(G - (x, ~3, S’) is inespousable, while Z7 
itself is espousable, by the converse of Theorem 4.1. 

Let ZE S. If n-z is inespousable then, by Lemma 3.6, there exists a 
pressing subset U of S, containing z. Since ISI 3 2, either ) UI 3 2 or 
C(U) # 0 (note that S\C’E C(U).) Hence the theorem follows in this case, 
by Lemma 5.5. Thus we may assume that 

(A) I7 - E is espousable for every z E S. 

Let Il’ = i7 - X. The graph I7’ is espousable, by (A), whereas II’ - 4’ is 
not. Hence, by Lemma 3.6, there exists a subset R’ of S\(x) such that 
y E R’ and R’ = K,, [U] for some critical set +Z in Z7’. Let R = R’ u {,x}. 
Clearly then, V c 9(R). On the other hand, if .6?(R)\%? # 0 then it is easy 
to check that I7’ cannot be espousable, contrary to our assumption. Thus 
b(R) = %‘. By Lemma 3.4 we deduce that a(I7( R)) = 1. Replacing, if 
necessary, S by R, we may assume 

(B) 4Ii’) = 1, 

which, by Lemma 3.4 and (A) (it is easy to see that (A) still holds after 
replacing S by R), implies 

(C) I& z is pressed for every 2 E S. 

Let F be a matching of G and let H = n(F, S). By (B) there holds 
IS\H[S]l < 1. Assume first that H[Y] = S. Since G is n-connected and 
1 SI 3 2, there holds d,(P) > n for every P E 9. By Theorem 5.3 this implies 
that f(Z7) > n!. But the fact that H[P] = S means that FCC(S)] = C(S); 
i.e., F’= F /’ C(S) is a matching of G[C(S)]. Hence every matching of 
G[ r(S)] can be extended by F’ to a matching of G, and hence f(G) 3 n!. 

Next consider the case that IS\H[9]1 = 1. Let {z} = S\r-i[P]. By (C), 
3 = S\(z) is pressing in G = G -2. By Corollary 4.7a there exists a pressing 
set 33 3 such that 33 3 and 9 is (>)-maximal (all in G). Replacing, if 
necessary, 3 by 3, we may assume that 3 itself is (>)-maximal. 

Write D = G[C(S) u {z}). Clearly, F r V(D) is a matching of D, and 
hence D is matchable. Note that this implies that C(S) # (21. Suppose, if 
possible, that B = D - z is unmatchable. Then, by Theorem 5.1, there exists 
a subset R of P’(a) = C(S) such that Z7(B, R) is inespousable. Since 
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IZ(o, R u {z}) is espousable, it follows by Lemma 3.6 that there exists a 
critical subset %9 of P(D, R u {z}) such that z E K[g]. Then S u K[g] is 
easily seen to be pressing in G, and the theorem follows by Lemma 5.5. 

Assume next that B--U is unmatchable for some UE V(b). Then, by 
Lemma 3.6, there exists a pressing subset Q of V(d), containing U. By 
Lemma 4.5, Q u 3 is pressing in G, contradicting the maximality of 3. 
Hence we may also assume that 

(D) b - u is matchable for every u E V(B). 

Since S separates C(S) from P(S) there holds 

(E) IE[C(S)l n SI 2 n. 

Let (u, t) be an edge such that UE C(S) and YES. By (A) and (B), I7- t 
is matchable. Since in 17 there holds 1 K( P)I > n for every P E 9, in 
ZZ- t there holds 1 K(P) I 2 n - 1. By Theorem 5.3 it follows that 
e(Z7-t)>(n-l)!, which by (B) means thatf(Z&t)>(n-l)!. Applying 
the operation [ to these matchings, we see thatf(G[ T(S)\t]) 2 (n - l)!. By 
(D), D - u is matchable. Thus each edge (u, t) (U E C(S), t E S) can be 
extended in at least (n - 1 )! ways to perfect matchings of G, each contain- 
ing only one edge joining C(S) to S. By (E) it follows that f(G) 2 n! . 1 
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